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COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY AND SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION 

MINUTES 

Thursday, April 25, 2019 

11:45am-1:15 p.m., 4221 McHenry Library 

  

Present:  Don Brenneis, Chris Chen, Elizabeth Cowell, (University Librarian, ex officio), Brent Haddad, Abe 

Stone,  Rebecca Hurdis (Senate Analyst), Ann Hubble (LAUC Vice Chair), Justin Marion, Karen Ottemann, 

(Chair)  

  

Absent: Alessia Cecchet (Graduate Student Rep),  Kelsey Mcdaid (Undergraduate Rep), Rachel Jaffe (LAUC 

Chair) 

  

I.         Announcements and Members’ Items 

1/31/19, 2/14/19 and 3/14/19 Minutes were approved.   

 

License agreement has been signed between Cambridge University Press and the University of California.   

 

The contract for the S&E library renovations has been signed.   

  

II. COLASC Delegation to the ULSAC’s Meeting  

The chair of the University Library's Student Advisory Council (LSAC) proposed a meeting between you or other 

members of COLASC and the Library Student Advisory Council to discuss the proposed journal cancellation 

project as well as the Science & Engineering Library renovation project. LSAC is interested, on behalf of the 

University Library, in assisting COLASC with upcoming projects in whatever way possible, and with providing 

further student input and representation in the aforementioned projects as well.   

 

Action:  Chair will attend the May 2nd meeting.   

 

III.   SAP Final Review 

The CP/EVC and VPAA invite the Academic Senate’s advisement on prioritization of the four to six possible 

initiatives for each design principle. Please provide a ranking of the top three proposed initiatives within each 

design principle, or you may rank all of them if you prefer. We also welcome any comments you have about your 

prioritization, or about any other part of the final draft.   

 

Action:  Committee will send correspondence to ASC Lau.   

 

IV. Guest: Mat Willmott from CDL 

Scholarly Publishing Data Analyst from California Digital Library, Mat Willmott  provided committee with a 

presentation titled, “Open Access Agreements at UC: Modeling the Transition.”  The powerpoint presentation 

was organized into three categories: 

 

● Modeling Transitional OA Agreements at UC 
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○ What problem are we trying to solve? Today, there is an unmanaged, escalating OA economy.  

Currently, subscriptions and APC’s are funded and paid for separately in the same journals, 

without any relationship between them.  In the near future, there would be transitional OA 

agreement where subscriptions and APC payments would be covered by a single, integrated 

agreement with one type of fee offsetting the other to eliminate double-dipping and help control 

total cost to the university.  The long term goal would be for subscription payments to largely 

disappear, with funding re-allocated to OA support (both APCs and other funding models).   

 

○ What did we learn from the Pay It Forward study? UC’s Pay it Forward Study sought to study the 

impact on large North American research institutions of a large-scale conversion of the research 

literature via APCs.   

 

○ How is data analysis supporting our model work? 

 

○ What do our proposed OA models look like?  They would stop double payment and OA 

publishing fees and offset one another.  UC’s negotiated discount for APC’s will lower the cost 

to publish OA.  APCs will either be further lowered or free for UC authors because of the library 

contributions.  This would allow long-term sustainability in that authors will choose the “best” 

platform for their article, given the price of access, availability of publication funding, and quality 

and readership considerations.  Publishers will respond to elastic author demand by competing 

for submissions.  In ideal conditions, competition in an OA environment will lower cost of 

scholarly communication.   

 

● Case Studies: OA negotiations and pilots under consideration. Discussion of Elsevier and Cambridge 

University Press.  

 

● Next Steps?  Comprehensive modeling across publishers, more publisher and community discussions, 

cultivating support nationally, and coordinating transition activities globally.  
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